WARC Media Awards 2017 – Effective Channel Integration Shortlist announced

Global, 17 November 2017 – The Effective Channel Integration shortlist is now released for WARC’s Media Awards, an international competition that rewards pioneering communications planning which has made a positive impact on business results for brands around the world.

A total of 19 campaigns have been shortlisted in the Effective Channel Integration category which looks for how sophisticated communications architecture helped boost campaign effectiveness.

The shortlisted entries have run in a wide range of markets – Australia, Brazil, Europe, India, Israel, Italy, New Zealand, North America, Philippines, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom and United States – and are for a variety of categories including FMCG, food and drink, telecoms, automotive, media, beauty, household goods and restaurant sectors.

Commenting on the judging process, jury chair Charlie Chappell, Senior Director, Global Integrated Media, The Hershey Company, said: “It’s great to see that marketers are embracing the new norm of a constantly changing communications landscape. Through the submissions, it is clear that they have proven that to do great work you must reach across various, dynamic channels to achieve your business objectives. I applaud the marketers for pushing the boundaries and continuing to stretch their learnings that has led them to award-winning campaigns.”

The shortlisted entries are:

- Using integration to win the game of snakes and ladders · Ford KA+ · Ford · GTB · Europe
- Unwrapping a love story · Extra Gum · Mars Wrigley · Energy BBDO · United States
- Turning social currency into social commerce · TRESemmé · Unilever · Ogilvy & Mather · Philippines
- Vote for Underwood · NOW TV · Sky · MEC · Italy
- Made Possible By Melbourne · University of Melbourne · McCann Melbourne · Australia
- The Bic 4 Colour Champenships · Bic · McCann Melbourne · Australia, New Zealand
- Fanta Relaunch · Fanta · Coca-Cola Company · UM Sydney, Ogilvy · Australia, New Zealand
- Bachelor of Shaving · Gillette India · Procter & Gamble · MediaCom Communications India · India
- Tourist SIM - 360 Journey · du · Emirates Integrated Telecommunication Company · Starcom Dubai · United Arab Emirates
• Post Wisely · du · Emirates Integrated Telecommunication Company · Starcom Dubai · United Arab Emirates
• Finding the Party-Tray People · HORMEL Gatherings® Party Trays · Hormel Foods · Barefoot Proximity · United States
• Using Waze to drive guests to restaurants · Rock Bottom Restaurant & Brewery · Craftworks · IMM · United States
• Monopoly Win Win · McDonald’s · OMD UK, Leo Burnett · United Kingdom
• Media that can! · Channel 4 · OMD, 4creative · United Kingdom
• Declaration Descendants · Ancestry · Droga5 · North America
• The Great "Hand Me Up" · Ariel · Procter & Gamble · Mediacom Connections Israel, Stern Ariely Communication · Israel
• Antarctica's Webseries · Antarctica · AB InBev · Almap BBDO · Brazil
• Sports Medicine & Orthopaedics Integrated Digital campaign · Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Centre · Barefoot Proximity · United States
• The dullest ad in history for the least active kids in history · OMO · Unilever · FP7/ · United Arab Emirates

To see the shortlisted case studies in the Effective Channel Integration as well as the Effective Use of Tech categories, or for more information on the global WARC Media Awards and please view here

The shortlisted papers in the Effective Partnerships and Sponsorships and Best Use of Data categories will be announced shortly.
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About Jury Chair – Channel Integration category:
Charlie Chappell – Senior Director, Global Integrated Media, The Hershey Company
Charlie is leading the transformation of Hershey’s approach to modern media. He joined Hershey in 2012 after 12 year at Procter & Gamble and has had the privilege to touch many iconic brands such as Hershey’s, Reese’s, Kisses, Pantene, Herbal Essences, Old Spice, Gillette, Secret, Safeguard and Camay. While his career has primarily been based in the US, Charlie has worked in over 25 different countries with a particular emphasis on China, Russia, Egypt & Pakistan.

With P&G, he spent 2.5 years based in Geneva covering Central & Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Africa. Charlie is a graduate of Purdue University and the Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern University.

About WARC – Your global authority on advertising and media effectiveness
WARC.com is an online service offering advertising best practice, benchmarks, data, insight, brand and category intelligence from the world’s leading brands. WARC helps clients grow their businesses by using proven approaches to maximise advertising effectiveness. WARC’s clients include the world’s largest advertising and media agencies, research companies, universities and advertisers.
WARC hosts four global and two regional case study competitions: WARC Awards, WARC Innovation Awards, WARC Media Awards, The Admap Prize, WARC Prize for Asian Strategy and WARC Prize for MENA Strategy.

Founded in 1985, WARC is privately owned and has offices in the UK, US and Singapore.